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Trophy Awarded to Blygold Italia and Euroklimat!
Last week during the Chillventa Expo at Nurnberg Convention Centre
in Germany, Blygold Italia was rewarded for coating the millionth coil
with Blygold coating.
On behalf of the Blygold Italia team, Luca Donelli, received the award
especially made to celebrate this milestone moment in Blygold history.
Euroklimat is the client whose coated coil was the millionth. Michele
Bedin, managing director of this Italian based company, was at the
Blygold stand as well to receive his trophy.
On the picture: (left to right) Luca Donelli, Charlie Wijnveen and
Michele Bedin

The story of the millionth Coil:
The millionth coil took a long route to its final destination and proves European integration.
Sellafield, located In Cumbria a north-western region in England, used to be the largest nuclear
power plant of the UK. This facility is being de-commissioned and now it mainly specializes in
reprocessing nuclear waste from all parts of the world.
The project involved two condensing units that Euroklimat has built for its client, Heronhill.
When the cooling equipment of the computer rooms had to be replaced, the management
ordered a building service and facility management company to do some research for a good
replacement unit. Because the plant is right along England’s west coast, they needed the
equipment to withstand this corrosive environment.
This company discussed with Heronhill Air Conditioning, a dealer and contractor in air conditioning
equipment. Heronhill, familiar with the Blygold technology because of their experience with
Blygold UK, decided that it would be the best solution for this cooling unit and discussed the
situation with one of their partners, Euroklimat in Italy.
Euroklimat, a client of Blygold Italia, decided to get the coil coated before assembly, and that is
how Blygold Italia coated the millionth coil for Blygold!

Thank You!!
Of course Blygold International is proud on achieving one million coated coils.
However, how important this millionth may be, the 999.999 coils before it were just as
important to us. That is why Blygold International congratulates Blygold Italia with the
millionth coil, but we would like to thank all of our partners for helping achieve this!
Thank you very much!
The Blygold International Team
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